
CLASSIFICATION IGT TOSCANA ROSSO. 
GRAPES Blend of the best Merlot, Alicante, and Sangiovese 
grapes from different vintages 
PRODUCTION AREA Our vineyards in the municipality of 
Scansano (GR), Tuscany, Italy. 
CULTIVATION SYSTEM Spurred cordon, Guyot (6,500 vines per 
hectare). 
AGE OF THE VINES 20 years 
ALTITUDE 380 metres above sea level 
SOIL TYPE Medium mixture tending to clay, calcareous, rich in 
minerals and skeletons 
YIELD 1 kg per vine
HARVEST PERIOD Manual in 15 kg boxes. Last ten days of 
September.
VINIFICATION After crushing and destemming, the must 
ferments in steel tanks with the skins for at least 20 days 
with pumping and delestage at a controlled temperature of 
max 28° C; followed by racking and soft pressing of the marc. 
Malolactic fermentation takes place in stainless steel vats.
AGEING In steel tanks and then in concrete tanks. It is then 
aged for 24 months in French oak tonneaux before bottling.

TASTING NOTES Intense and bright ruby red. It has great 
character on the nose: ethereal hints of fruit in alcohol and 
intense notes of small black berries on a spicy, complex 
background, in which vanilla and caramel notes can be 
recognised. In the mouth, it has great structure and 
persistence, silky, long, deep tannins supported by a lively 
base acidity and a flavourful, very fresh finish.
FOOD PAIRINGS Perfect with roast red meats and game. 
Also perfect as a wine for meditating.
SERVING TEMPERATURE 18° C in large glasses. 
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This fascinating Etruscan expression, meaning grandparents, represents a tribute to the ancient civilisation that 
dominated Tuscany, as well as to the deep bond between our family, this land and its ancient and prestigious 

winemaking tradition. Apa Nacna is a seal that will be imprinted each year by the finest grapes and wines in the 
cellar that best express the character of  the vintage. This unrepeatable edition, the outcome of  our creativity and 

avant-garde tendency, is the result of  a skilful and refined blend of  the best Merlot, Alicante and Sangiovese 
grapes from different vintages for a complex, spicy wine with varied hues and great structure.

Origini Line


